Easy Steps To Basic Sculptured Nails Using
Your Machine and Lasco Diamond Instruments
1) Clean and Sanitize your
hands, your customerís
hands, and your implements.
Remove any old nail polish.

5) Apply your favorite nail
sculpture product.

8) Clean the underside of the
nail using your Medium Cone.

2) Carefully rough the
surface of the nail using an
emery board. Do not thin the
natural nail.

6) Shape the sides of the nail
with an emery board or Small
Barrel.

9) Using cuticle oil or water,
buff the surface of the nail
using your Extra Fine Barrel
or your Ultra Fine Barrel.

3) Gently brush the debris
from the nail surface.

4) Apply your favorite nail
primer.

7) Reshape and bevel the
underside of the free edge of
the nail using your Medium
Football.

10) Clean, manicure, and
polish your customerís nails.

Manufacturing quality
diamond instruments in the
USA for over 40 years.
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LASCO NAIL DIAMOND INSTRUMENTS
$15.00 Each

LASCO SCULPTURE BRUSHES

Barrel Small Cone Football
Barrel
Your Choice 1/8î or 3/32î Shank Size - Please Specify Machine Type
Available Grits: X-Coarse, Coarse, Medium, Fine, X-Fine
WHY INSIST ON LASCO DIAMOND INSTRUMENTS?
The Lasco Nail Diamond Instrument was designed to be a state of the art tool of
the trade. All Diamonds are not created equal. The Lasco Diamond is made with
an exclusive multi-layer bonding process that causes several individual layers of
natural diamond to be deposited on a concentric, stainless steel shank. This
exclusive process allows the diamond particles to be positioned in an extremely
uniform coating over the surface of the tool. No other company puts a denser
coating of diamond on a tool than Lasco. This dense, uniform coating of diamond
allows the lasco Diamond to cut faster, last longer, and leave a smoother finish
than any other product.
Lasco Diamonds, made from 100% natural diamond, help to dissipate heat, not
create heat. These instruments cut quickly and smoothly, without hurting your
customers. Lasco Diamonds are designed to last. Simply soak them regularly in
acetone to keep them clean and sharp. They will not rust. The more often you
clean them, the better they cut and the longer they last. We recommend that
you sanitize/sterilize your Lasco Diamonds before each use.
Money Back Guarantee - If, within 15 days, you are not entirely satisfied with
your Lasco Product, you may return it for a full refund.
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$20.00 Each
$14.50 Each
$13.50 Each
$13.50 Each
$12.50 Each
$11.50 Each
$10.50 Each
$8.00 Each
$4.00 Each
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WHICH SHAPE TO USE

CARBIDE BURS
3/32” Shank
$20.00 Each

THE BARREL
The Barrel is used primarily on the top surface of the nail. This instrument is
used to grind away the old sculpture material in preparation for a fill, or to shape a newly
sculptured nail.
THE SMALL BARREL
The Small Barrel is a very versatile instrument which can be used both on the
top of the nail, as well as underneath the nail. This instrument can be used like the
Barrel, to prepare for a fill or to shape a new nail, and is small enough to fit under an
average nail to clean sculpture product from underneath it.

Barrel

Small
Barrel

Cone

Football Cylinder

Small Wheel
Cone

SANDPAPER MANDREL

CHARM DRILL

Available in 3/32î or 1/8î Shank

3/32î Shank

THE CONE
The Cone is used primarily under the nail. This instrument is used to clean out
the underside of the sculptured nail. Since the cone tapers down almost to a point and
is safe ended. It can be used under very short nails.
THE FOOTBALL
The Football is used under the nail. This instrument is used to clean out the
underside of the nail and around the cuticle area. This instrument is elliptical in shape,
making it ideal for working underneath long nails, or grinding off the old sculpture material
around the cuticle when preparing for a fill.

WHICH GRIT TO USE
ACRYLIC MATERIAL
Use the Coarse grit for heavy grinding or when using hard acrylic products.
Use the Medium grit for light grinding or when working with soft acrylic products.

$6.00 Each

$6.00 Each

SANDPAPER BANDS
Bag of 100 bands.
Available in Fine, Medium, and Coarse grits.
$10.00 per bag
LASCO DIAMOND PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 4657
Chatsworth, CA 91313
818-882-2423
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LIGHT CURED AND GEL MATERIAL
Use the Medium grit when working with these materials.
WRAP MATERIAL
Use the Fine grit when working with wrap materials.
WARNING
When grinding with your Diamond Instrument, you should constantly move the instrument across the area
you wish to reduce, blending it with the rest of the nail. A Diamond Instrument will cut faster than any
other instrument you have probably ever used. Care must be taken not to concentrate your grinding on a
single spot, as the speed of the diamond will quickly remove too much material, leaving you with a low spot
to repair. A Diamond Instrument rarely heats up since heat dissipation is a natural characteristic of
diamonds. However, acrylic material does heat up with friction. By concentrating your cutting on a single
spot, you cause the acrylic material to heat up, possibly burning your customer. By moving your instrument
across a large area while grinding, or by removing small amounts of acrylic matrial, followed by a few
seconds of rest, you allow the heat caused by friction to dissipate. Do not use a diamond or any other
automated cutting instrument directly on the nail body. The thinning of the nail body will weaken the nail
plate, subjecting the nail bed to possible injury.

LASCO SMALL HEAD DIAMONDS
3/32” Shank
$8.75 Each

B20 B40

CL1 CLR1 EL44 F45

F55

K2 CC22 SG2

SPECIAL EDITION DIAMOND SET
(LASCO 6 DIAMOND SET)

Coarse Medium Medium Medium Ultra
Barrel Small Cone Football Fine
Barrel
Barrel

W22

The Lasco Special Edition Diamond Set was designed to provide you with all the
instruments necessary to do sculptured acrylic nails.
The Set Includes:
The Coarse Barrel for heavy filing and shaping. Use this bit when you have major
filing to do, normally when preparing for a fill.

P22 T30 T100 T44 T22 TR30 TR100 TR44 TR22 W22

BUD and CC250
3/32” Shank
$12.00 Each

The Medium Small Barrel for lighter filing and shaping. Use this bit to remove
small amounts of sculpture product, or to blend and shape the overall surface of
the nail.
The Medium Cone is used for cleaning the underside of the sculptured nail. Use
this instrument on nails that have Ω inch of free edge or less. It works great for
removing glue or for smoothing out rough spots underneath the nail.
The Medium Football is used for trimming the area around the cuticle. Trims
closer than nipping. It can also be used to clean the underneath nails that have
more than a Ω inch of free edge.
The Ultra Fine Barrel is used as a buffing bit. Use this bit with cuticle oil or water
to buff the acrylic nails. You will get a smooth, shiny finish, that will look great
with or without polish.

BUD
CC250
The BUD is a tapered rounded end barrel. The CC250 is used to cut your smile
line when doing french fills. Both are available in X-Coarse, Coarse, Medium,
Fine, X-Fine, and Ultra Fine.

The W22 is used to cut your smile line when doing french fills.

SPECIAL PRICE $75.00
(includes Bit Holder)

BASIC SCULPTURE DIAMOND SET
(LASCO 5 DIAMOND SET)

The Lasco Basic Sculpture Diamond Set was designed to provide you with all the
instruments necessary to do basic sculptured acrylic nails.
The Set Includes:
The Coarse Barrel for heavy filing and shaping. Use this bit when you have major
filing to do, normally when preparing for a fill.

W22 FOR FRENCH FILLS
Available in 3/32î or 1/8î Shank

Use the W22 to easily prepare for French Fills. The W22 establishes two reference
guidelines. First, it establishes the new dividing line between the pink and white
acrylics. Second, it creates a depth gauge to use as a guide while you remove
the white acrylic with your Coarse Barrel. Remember to remove 70% of the
thickness in order to prevent shadow lines. SUGGESTED PRICE $8.75 Each.

ULTRA FINE BUFFING BITS
Available in 3/32î or 1/8î Shank

The Medium Small Barrel for lighter filing and shaping. Use this bit to remove
small amounts of sculpture product or to blend and shape the overall surface of
the nail.
The Medium Cone is used for cleaning the underside of the sculptured nail. Use
this instrument on nails with up to Ω inch of free edge.
The Medium Football is used for cleaning under longer nails (over Ω inch of free
edge) and for trimming the area around the cuticle.
The Extra Fine Barrel is used as a buffing bit. Use this instrument wet, with
cuticle oil or water, to get a very smooth surface. If the instrument is used dry,
it will leave minute scratches.

SPECIAL PRICE $67.50

Tired of hand buffing? Try the new Ultra Fine Barrel or Ultra Fine Small Barrel.
Youíll be amazed at the results. Use this bit with cuticle oil or water to buff the
acrylic nails. You will get a smooth, shiny finish that looks great with or without
polish. These American Made, all natural diamond bits are fully sanitizable and
sterilizable too. SUGGESTED PRICE $15.00 Each.

MICRO DELUX NAIL MACHINE

(Micro Delux Machine pictured here with a 5 Diamond Set)
The Lasco Micro Delux machine is light weight, easy to use, and
extremely portable. The unit comes complete with a variable speed
110 volt AC table top power controller/converter, a 12 volt DC micro
motor handpiece, a shaft restraining pin, and a chuck wrench.
Use the table top dial speed control box to quickly adjust the
handpiece to any desired speed up to a maximum of 25,000 RPM.
The off/on switch is located in the handpiece for a quick and easy
access. The machine accepts all 3/32 inch standard handpiece
bits and includes a One Year Warranty.

LASCO MICRO DELUX NAIL MACHINE PACKAGE

We are sorry to inform your that the Micro Delux Nail Machine is
currently out of production. We hope to resume production of this
unit sometime in the future. In the meantime we are still able to
repair most problems associated with this machine. We will do
our best to keep your old existing machine in operation.

